[Cytoplasmic syncytial connections between the cell bodies of the central nervous system neurons in adult animals].
The neurons of the gyrus dentatus, hippocampal area CA1-2, and the cerebellar granular cells were examined to test the hypothesis of the possibility of the syncytial connections between neuron cell bodies in the adult individuals of higher vertebrates. As a result of electron microscopic studies, the dense disposition of these neurons was shown together with their incomplete glial coverage. These cells were shown to establish the contacts with their cell membranes and to form interneuronal tight and gap membrane junctions. In these contact regions, the membrane perforations were found and the formation of cytoplasmic interneuronal syncytial connections with all their typical ultrastructural signs. Such connections could be established between several contacting neurons forming the common functional cellular cluster. These investigation confirm the hypothesis that the cytoplasmic syncytial interneuronal connections were possible, in addition to chemical synaptic and contact electrical connections, not only in the tissue culture and in the autonomic nervous system during the early postnatal ontogenesis, but also in CNS of the adult vertebrates.